This paper presents an algorithm to develop a path planning applied for the rapid prototyping. Filling the layer region completely is the key to product accuracy of the part ,which is depending on path planning. It can improve the effective of the scanning speed during prototyping. It divides three steps. First of all, it uses the zigzag technology to plan the scanning path, then links the different path on the same layer based on kd-tree technology and links pathes on the different layer at last. In order to diminish the deformation and shrinkage during the process prototyping, it uses the reversed orientation in the different layer. The correctness of the algorithm is verified by experiment. Compared with the rest algorithm , it is more rapid and accurate.
Introduction
The application of rapid prototyping technology based on thought of material accumulation is widely used, especially metal parts producted by laser rapid prototyping. It can directly produce complex and relatively dense parts, which is considered the most promising approach. During the metal part producted by laser rapid prototyping, laser beam scans and claddings the powder metal to form the part based on path planning layer by layer. Path planning of laser beam is very important, which not only affects the forming efficiency and forming quality, but also affects how often laser beam switch on and off. So it is the hot problem in rapid prototyping. Filling the layer region is the key to product accuracy of the part,which is depending on the previous layer. The commonly used methods of path planning include zizag,crosshatch and offset contour [1] .Huang [2] showed that using the spiral-out path for building the diagnostic part is the best plan path . In addition ,it has been shown that using the skip skill in raster fill is an effective way to improve the full filling of big and long area. Wiedemann et al. [3] investigated how to interact between re-exposed solidified resin and curing resin influences distortion. From those researches, it can see that an appropriate scanning path planning can reduce inaccuracies and improve the distortion and deflection [4] .
Although the predecessors did a lot of work in the path of rapid prototyping, the global path planning was still deficient. This paper suggests a proper, simple and effective laser scan path planning to diminish the scan path and improves the effective of producting part. This algorithm contains building segment-net,local path plan and global path plan. The global path plan means linking the path of layer based on kd-tree technology. The local path planning means linked path on the same layer. The first thing is to build segment-net to link line by line used the zigzag technology. In order to diminish the deformation and shrinkage during the process prototyping,it uses the reversed orientation in the different layer.
Algorithm
Description. The data inputting to the algorithm includes each layer contour and parameters of lasers, such as laser power and the diameter of laser spot and the height of the layered. The output is an array between the begin point and the end point on each layer. When planning the first layer, its starting point is the default value. However, the end point of the first layer determines the end point of the next layer. For start point of next layer is founded by finding the nearest point to the end point of first layer in the kd-tree owned the next layer. So we can plan the next layer through this way until the last layer plan (Fig.1 ). And we can get the global path.
During planning path in one layer, first build segment-net in one layer, then each path connected in kd-tree. To reduce the flaw, the scanning direction between each layer is set to 90 degrees. Fig. 1 Flow chat of global path planning Building segment-net. A contour data of a layer is cut by the same thickness. Each segment is called Ci,and Ci include several Sij, which contains the inputting ports, the out putting ports and the internal links. And each the inputting ports and the outputting ports have intersection point and the flag signed contour (Fig.3) .
Segment-set description. A linked-list structure ( of a segment nodes) denoting the connectivity relationships among the path segment is called a 'segment-net'. The connectivity information of a path-segment Sij is conveniently represented by using the 'segment-node' structure shown in Fig.2 .
Struct segment-node{ Typename input_ports Left-In port ,Right-In port; Typename Output_ports Left-Out port, Right-Out port; Typename Internal_links LR-LINK(Left-In to Right-Out ) , RL-LINK; }; Kd-tree description [5] . In short, kd-tree is either a hollow tree or a tree with the following properties of binary tree.
a.If the left binary tree is not empty, the D dimension is left on the tree all nodes on the D dimension of all the values were less than or equal to its root node values, where D is the root node of the discriminator value;
b.If the left binary tree is not empty, the D dimension is left on the tree all nodes on the D dimension all the values are greater than the value of the root node; c.It's about subtrees are also kd-tree. Path linked. Each path creates a kd_tree_node, which includes start point, pointer of next point and bool variable named is_read. It create a kd_tree for each layer by x value or y value of the point and indexes the pointer of the end point of the path (Fig.6 ). Path linked layer by layer. After connection used of kd-tree in this layer, it provides a start and end point of each layer to external. The starting point of next layer is decided by the end point of this layer.The starting point of the first layer is default. Any start point of layer beside the first layer are determined by its previous layer. Find the closest point to the end of point in the previous layer under the kd-tree.After establishment relationship between the start and end of the point in respective layers , the whole model scan path will be created.
Proved Algorithm And Conclusion
Geometry Kernel library such as ACIS and HOOPS applied for this algorithm, which makes code simple and easy to understand. This model contains 54 layers and is a STL model and costs 0.3s to finish compile. Fig.7 is the global path planning and Fig.8 is one of layer from model showed by Fig.8 . The correctness of the algorithm is verified by experiment. Diminish the deformation and shrinkage during the process prototyping. Compaired to other algorithm [6] ,it is more rapid and accurate. This algorithm is applied for producting complex and dense parts.
